IMPORTANT NOTICE

Due to the Coronavirus, State WIC has changed the WIC appointment process.

On the day of your WIC appointment, please **DO NOT** come into the WIC office until you receive a call from WIC staff. WIC staff will update your information to receive WIC benefits over the phone.

Once the information is completed you will need to visit the WIC clinic.

Upon arrival in the parking lot of the WIC office...please call into the WIC office for further instructions.

These changes are being made to limit time in the WIC Clinic and protect everyone’s health.

**Exception to Phone Appointment**

All WIC participants due for a nutrition education appointment should call their WIC clinic when in the parking lot of the office. **YOU WILL NEED TO BRING YOUR PICTURE ID AND YOUR WIC CARD.** These appointments have been streamlined to shorten the timeframe. A WIC staff member will come to the front door to receive your WIC card. Once this is completed you will be called back to the door to receive the WIC card and balance receipt.

**Please call your WIC office to make appointments, reschedule appointments and for any other concerns such as formula change, to report the birth of the baby or any additional information.**

Austintown WIC  330-792-2397   Boardman WIC  330-788-1485   Youngstown WIC   234-855-1575

Goshen 330-507-9290

Goshen only on 1st, 2nd and 4th Thursdays of each month